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Abbas’s intelligence network quickly impressed Charlie again.
When Abbas searched for Huichundan on the intelligence network, he immediately found
several pieces of information sold anonymously.
He bought all this information, and then forwarded it to Charlie.
Charlie carefully sorted out this batch of intelligence information related to Rejuvenation Pill
and found that the information contained little gold.
There are three more reliable ones:
Compared with the first one: “It is now known that there is a magical medicine in the world
that can bring back to life and rejuvenate. It is called Huichundan. The medicine comes from
China and is extremely mysterious!”
The second is: “The famous American Chinese feng shui master Orion Exeor personally
admitted that the reason why his body is still strong and strong to this day is that he took
an oriental mysterious pill called Huichun Dan. It is said that this medicine can make People
are prolonging their lives for ten to twenty years. Now many Chinese rich people are ready
to move, even some American rich people will be suspicious.”
The third is: “Many European royal families are inquiring about Rejuvenation Pills. Among
them, the British royal family is the most interested. It is said that Prince Philip attended
Helena’s enthronement ceremony in Northern Europe and heard the Norse Empress’s
narration about Rejuvenation Pills. , But after he returned to Britain, he did not tell the
queen of the news. After learning from other channels, the queen was very dissatisfied with
Duke Philip, and now plans to find this magic medicine at any cost!”
The first and second pieces of information prove that Helena’s grandmother and Mr. Orion
Exeor and Mr. Exeor are indeed creating momentum for the propaganda of Huichun Pill.

The third piece of information is slightly subtle. The crown prince did not inform the queen
of the rejuvenation pill. Did he want to let the queen know the existence of this medicine?

However, Charlie secretly thought that the crown prince might think a little bit, because
although the British royal family is quite rich, it is really nothing compared to those rich
people who are worth hundreds of billions of dollars at all, even if they have the strength to
compete. The minimum requirements, I’m afraid I can’t escape the fate of accompany
running.
After reading these pieces of information, Charlie called Abbas and asked: “Abbas, how
much did you spend on these pieces of news?”
Abbas said: “It’s about one hundred thousand dollars.”
Charlie smiled and asked, “Why did the information related to Jiu Xuan Zai Zao Wan just
now cost half a million U.S. dollars, and the three pieces of information related to
Rejuvenation Pills only sold for 100,000?”
Abbas explained: “MR. Wade, the psychological price of intelligence providers is related to
the influence of intelligence. Now magical pill is indeed too popular. After the Mayo Center
released the information, magical pill was in The whole world immediately reached a level
that no one knew and no one knew, secretly I don’t know how many countries and
pharmaceutical companies are coveting this drug, so the psychological price of intelligence
providers is naturally high.”
Charlie smiled and said, “For the time being, I can only make Huichun Pill a little wronged.”
After speaking, Charlie asked again: “By the way, is there any information related to me in
your intelligence network?”
Abbas hurriedly said, “Mr. wade, his subordinates didn’t know your existence before they
went up Yeling Mountain, and they didn’t dare to inquire about information about you after
they got down from Yeling Mountain.”
“Furthermore, to be honest, our intelligence network is not omnipotent, because we want to
ensure its security, so we can’t publicize it to the whole world. We can only develop
informants little by little like an underground intelligence network. So, at present So far, not
many people know it.”
“In addition, the informants who provide intelligence for it are basically in the United States.
In addition to the United States, there are some in the Middle East. There are very few
regions left, and even if someone has uploaded intelligence from other regions. , But

because it has nothing to do with us directly, we will not buy it. After the uploader finds that
the intelligence of other regions cannot be sold here, it will not be sold again.”
“Because of these reasons, there is very little information related to China in the intelligence
network. Before I went to Yeling Mountain, I had searched for information related to the
wade family, and there was no relevant content.”

